
TEST  1    INGLESE Generale 

1) respond   (verb) 

a  come near or nearer to in space or time 

b  give a verbal or written answer 

c  explain (something which is not easily understandable 

d  make laws 

 

2) consist (verb) 

a  decide or fix the amount of something 

b  make up or form a whole 

c  be composed or made up of something 

d  to ship commodities to other countries or places for sale, exchange, etc. 

 

3) available (adjective) 

a  important in effect or meaning 

b  important; greater 

c  resembling somebody, something, but not the same; alike 

d  that can be used or obtained 

 

4) section (noun) 

a any of the parts into which something may be or has been divided 

b special activity or purpose of a person or thing 

c  writings preceding and following passage quoted 

d  extent or measurement of a surface 

 

5) issue (noun) 

a  series of actions or operations performed in order to do, make or achieve something 

b  facts or information used in deciding or discussing something 

c  an important question that is in dispute and must be settled 

d  the place where something begins 

 

 



 

6) Property taxes …………… about 40 percent of the overall tax revenue the state collects 

a  make 

b  are at least 

c  account for 

d  are raised by 

 

7) Strong exports ………………. in driving first-quarter growth, rising 35% from a year earlier. 

a  instrumental 

b  played a big role 

c  played a hand 

d  effectively 

 

8) My line manager wants the meeting …………… immediately. 

a  arranged 

b  to arrange 

c  arrange 

d  be arranged 

 

9) The software developers …………….. investigated the latest problem. 

a are just 

b  still 

c  have yet 

d have already 

 

10) The flight arrives …………… Tokyo in three hours. 

a  into 

b  in  

c  at 

d  on  

 

 



TEST  2    INGLESE Generale 

 

1) previous (adjective) 

a  following something as a result or an effect 

b  connected with what is being discussed 

c  definite 

d  coming before in time or order 

 

2) affect (verb) 

a gain or reach, usually by effort, skill, courage 

b  administer 

c  have an influence on 

d  take part or become involved in an activity 

 

3) feature (noun) 

a  a prominent or conspicuous part or characteristic 

b  the effect or influence that an event has on something or someone 

c  place where a building, town, etc. was, is or will be situated 

d  planning and directing an operation in a war or campaign 

 

4) maintain (verb) 

a  cause something to continue 

b  hurt somebody 

c  build 

d  consider something as equal or equivalent 

 

5) achieve (verb) 

a  to administer 

b  to produce an effect on something 

c  to calculate something 

d  to gain or reach, usually by effort, skill, courage 

 



 

 

6) I don’t know if I can do it, but I’ll …………. a go 

a  make 

b  do  

c  have 

d  give 

 

7) I can’t find my keys …………. 

a  everywhere 

b  anything 

c every where 

d  anywhere 

 

8) Nothing happened at the meeting, ………….. it? 

a  have 

b  did  

c  does 

d  didn’t 

 

9) Argentina, ……………. is well known for its mountains, is very popular with ski-

tourists. 

a  who 

b  that 

c  whom 

d  which 

 

10)  He wouldn’t be so successful now if he ……….. so hard when he was at school. 

a  hadn’t studied 

b  didn’t study 

c  wouldn’t have studied 

d  hasn’t studied 



TEST  3    INGLESE Generale 

 

 

1) Can you tell me when ……………. leaving? 

a  is the plane 

b  does the plane 

c  has the plane 

d the plane is 

 

2) He has been working there ……….. ten years. 

a  since 

b  for 

c  from 

d  already 

 

3) The court …………… him to five years in prison. 

a  sent 

b  sentenced 

c ordered 

d went 

 

4) I must get ………………. 

a  fixed with my computer 

b  my computer fix 

c my computer fixed  

d my computer be fixed  

 

5) All the orders got ……………. on time. 

a  delivering 

b  to deliver 

c  to be deliver 

d delivered 



 

6) require (verb) 

a  to have need of; need 

b  go further or to the next stage 

c  set up on a firm or permanent basis 

d  be different in size, volume, strength, etc. 

 

7) approach (verb) 

a  state precisely the meaning of 

b  explain 

c get something from something 

d come near or nearer to in space or time 

 

8) major (adjective) 

a  single 

b  separate 

c  based on the law 

d important; greater 

 

9) secure (adjective) 

a  in accordance with what is typical 

b  easily heard, seen, felt or undersood 

c  free from or not exposed to danger or harm 

d  that can or may come into existence 

 

10)  injure (verb) 

a  harm 

b  try to find or obtain 

c  use up 

d  put or fit together 

 

 


